**1. Authors**
- One author. First author is always last name, first: Smith, Andrea L.
- Role other than author: Attenborough, David, narrator.
- Two authors: Smith, Andrea L., and Bobby Moore.
- Three or more authors: Smith, Andrea L., et al.

**2-3. Works and Containers:** If the work is part of a larger collection, such as an anthology, journal, or database, then the larger collection is the container. If the work is complete by itself, no container is needed.
- Full, self-contained works are in italics. Examples: *Mad Max: Fury Road*; *Phineas and Ferb*; *The Secret Garden*, JSTOR
- Parts of a larger work are in quotation marks. Examples: “The Lady or the Tiger”, “Shake It Off”, “The Trouble with Tribbles”.

**4. Other Contributors:** Use your judgement here: Is it important for how you are using the source?
- List the role first. Examples: edited by Michael Bloom, narrated by Douglas Adams, illustrated by Maurice Sendek, composed by Ludwig Von Beethoven

**5. Versions:** Are there multiple versions of this work?

**6. Number:** Is this part of a series? Does it have a volume or number?
- Examples: vol.13, no. 5; season 4, episode 15; no. 1

**7. Publisher:** What corporate or collective body created or distributed the work as a whole?

**8. Publication Date:** List whatever information your source has.

**9. Location:** Locate where in the container your work was, or where the work can be found.
- Examples: pp. 115-127; www.southflorida.edu/; doi:10.10. 2275593 223
### Sample Citations

**Book with Two Authors:**

**Book with Three or More Authors:**

**Selection from a Book with No Author:**

**Book by a Corporate Author or Organization:**

**A Subsequent Edition:**

**A Work Prepared by an Editor**

**Translated Book:**

**Article in a Reference work (Encyclopedias etc.):**

**Article, Essay, or Authored Chapter in a Book**

**Article from an Electronic Database**

**Episode of a Television Show Citing Quote from IMDB**

**Website**

**Online Display of Art**

**Online Images**